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Welcome from theeditor
I had a message come in to me via LinkedIn recently
from one of the many organisations out there that exists
to support the Armed Forces. The question was, “I want
to start a magazine and what would you recommend I do
to make it successful?”. Apart from having a need being
the first obvious one, I ended by suggesting using three
unconscious pointers: Inform, educate and inspire.
It actually made me review if I think Envoy actually hits the mark and of
course, I’m going to say I’d like to think so. Recent feedback came in on
Envoy which ended with, “well done for holding the attention of aircrew
for more than 30 seconds!” and it’s to that end, that I’d like to ask you
to please keep talking to me on what content you’d like to see here. It
is your magazine for ALL of you – as Serving personnel as well as your
own RAF Family – whomever or wherever they may be. It is still free to
subscribe to and there is no catch. It’s simply our way of
helping you and your families feel included.

Front cover: The Queen visited RAF Marham (2 February 2018) in her capacity as
Honorary Air Commodore. Her Majesty became the Honorary Air Commodore in
1977 and visits the station every other year to meet with personnel and families and to
have an update on the station’s activities (pg 6). © Crown Copyright 2018.
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Before you’re posted away from home,
record a very special bedtime story for
your child with our FREE Storybook
Wings service.
Read a story and leave a message for your little one to say
sweet dreams from wherever you are. You provide the voice,
and our volunteers will do the rest - even adding in special
sound effects! There are more than 100 popular stories to
choose from - and a free bravery medal for every child.

Start your story now...
contact your HIVE or email:
storybookwings@rafa.org.uk

RECORD YOUR CHILD A SPECIAL
STORY BEFORE YOU LEAVE

002 11/17

FREE
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Following my piece in the last edition of
Envoy about the bike breaking down in the
Alps and the excellent service I received to
get it fixed again, I’ve been really touched by
the number of people (one – thanks Julie)
who have expressed sympathy about my
plight. For this edition I’ve decided I should
stick to issues a bit closer to home and
update you on our activities over the last
few months, rather than attempt another
Clarkson-style link between two seemingly
unrelated stories….. he’s a whole lot better
at it than I am and anyway Caroline, our
editor, said she‘d refuse to print it if I ever
tried something similar again.

It’s hard to know where to start, there’s
been so much going on but I think it’s fair to
say that we’ve been able to represent your
views at a senior level: Secretary of State,
Minister for Defence Personnel and Veterans,
Chief of Defence People at the MoD, AMP
and COS Pers at Air Command, the House
of Commons Defence Committee, the
Armed Forces Covenant Reference Group
and the Devolved Administrations have all
heard from us in the last few months and the
opportunity to discuss issues and highlight
your concerns has been invaluable. We’ve
spoken about, for example, the impact of the
current operational tempo, accommodation
and infrastructure maintenance, the variability
in cost and availability of childcare, the
continued pay cap and its impact and what
the new accommodation maintenance
contract might look like to make sure that the
same mistakes are not repeated.

At the same time, we have shared our survey
outcomes with the Armed Forces Pay Review
Body and with RAF personnel attending the

Airmen’s Command School, the Warrant
Officer Higher Management and Leadership
Course, with future squadron and station
commanders, Community Support staff and
with many individual units. Our AF Covenant
Team continues to work hard with unit AF
Covenant Champions, local authorities,
government departments, NHS England and
the Devolved Administrations to mention
just a few of the many organisations they
work with to help make service life just a
bit easier. And we continue to work with
the MoD People Programme on initiatives
such as the Future Accommodation Model
and the Families Strategy – making sure that
your voice is heard as policy is developed.
Our project on Dispersed Families is
making excellent progress, as is the Families
Transition Project we are working on with
NFF and AFF. Our Evidence Team continues
to capture your views – good and bad – and
to provide assistance and advice when asked.
And our marvellous colouring in and cutting
out department – otherwise known as the
Comms and Marketing team (Caroline and
Nick) – continues to do a brilliant job, not
only with this magazine but with e-Bulletin, a
refreshed website, social media, news stories
and the like. And Ruth, our Office Manager,
holds the whole plot together, remaining
completely unfazed by whatever we throw
at her.

On top of all that we’ll be hitting the road
even harder in the coming months, providing
workshops and visiting unit families days
to talk to the most important part of this
whole thing – you, the serving RAF and your
families. It goes without saying (but I’m saying
it anyway) that everything we do relies on

your feedback and input. Remember, we are
your independent voice, representing your
views. We are not – and cannot be some
kind of trade union – nor do we pretend we
can sort out everything that needs sorting
out… but we can and do influence people-
related policy, we can help to get issues
on to the pan-government agenda, we can
help organisations to better understand the
pressures and challenges of military life and
help them to adapt or introduce policies that
acknowledge those challenges. And we can
advise you how to get the best help with
specific issues if you ask us to.

Finally, our Evidence Manager, Colin Jones, is
leaving us after just under 10 years with the
Federation. A former WO Fighter Controller
(he insists on that title and not Aerospace
Battle Manager – he is truly a crusty old WO!)
in his time with the Federation Colin has been
a passionate advocate for the whole serving
RAF community and has done an outstanding
job for you. We will miss his unique sense
of humour and his trenchant views on
everything from Welsh rugby to lorry drivers.
We wish him and Lynne a long and happy
retirement on the North East coast.

Enjoy the magazine.

FROM THE

Director
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*The Bovis Homes Armed Forces Discount Scheme has specific terms and conditions. Help to Buy Equity Loan and Forces Help to Buy have specific terms amd conditions and are subject to affordability criteria as prescribed by the Homes and
Communities Agency and the Ministry of Defence. Cannot be used in conjunction with any other offers or promotions. Please ask your sales advisor for further information. Photograph shown depicts a typical Bovis Homes interior.
YOUR HOME MAY BE REPOSSESSED IF YOU DO NOT KEEP UP REPAYMENTS ON A MORTGAGE OR ANY OTHER DEBT SECURED ON IT.

Are you in the market for a new home and looking for the
best purchase package out there for Armed Forces personnel?

For further information about the
schemes and where we are building,
please go to – bovishomes.co.uk
The Armed Forces purchase scheme is listed within the
‘Need help to Move’ section and you can find the nearest
development to you through our ‘search for a new home’

bovishomes.co.uk

Bovis Homes has developments throughout
England, including a number that are
military bases, where we have a range of homes from
2 to 6 bedroom properties in attractive locations.

Buying a new home
now as easy as 1...2...3...

with

Forces
exclusive

By using Trinity you could buy a brand new Bovis
Home without saving for a deposit – while saving
yourself stress and hidden costs.

With Trinity you can combine three fantastic
standalone schemes:

1 Bovis Homes Armed Forces All Inclusive
Discount* – £500 off for every £25K of
your new home’s price, plus free curtains,
flooring and kitchen appliances – and
£500 towards legal fees!

2 Help to Buy Equity* – get a Government
equity loan of 20% of your new home’s
price and pay just a 5% deposit!

3 Forces Help to Buy* – borrow up to 50%
of your annual salary, to a maximum
of £25,000. This can be used towards the
deposit and other costs!

It’s the winning combination to unlock the door
to your dream home!
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մեis year the Royal Air Force will celebrate its Centenary; a major
milestone for the world’s first independent air force. The last 100 years have
taken us from the early days of flight, through years of dedicated service, to the present day where our
Servicemen and women now form part of a modern air force leading the delivery and development of air and
space power. The RAF100 celebrations will see a wide-ranging programme of events across the UK and globally,
as the RAF family is joined by the public in marking 100 years of excellence.

An important part of RAF100 will be commemorating
those who have helped to build the Royal Air Force
into the world-class Service it is today. From the
earliest pioneers of British aviation and those first to
serve in the Royal Air Force during the First World
War, through to our most recent veterans, RAF100
gives us the opportunity to reflect on the proud history
of the Service, the important milestones, achievements
and legacy of our first 100 years.

As well as our history, we will celebrate the important
role we continue to play. Today the Royal Air Force
is heavily committed on operations with our people
deployed across the world, working to defend the
UK’s interests whether that be striking at the heart
of Daesh and other violent extremist organisations
or providing humanitarian relief to those devastated
by natural disaster in the Caribbean. Closer to home,
the Royal Air Force continues to defend the UK’s
airspace 24/7, 365 days a year. People should feel
proud and inspired by what the RAF is and does today,
an organisation that is innovative and forward thinking,
and on the threshold of its second century.

The centrepiece Centenary events will begin with an
opening gala at the Royal Albert Hall on the 31 March,
followed the next day by the Founders Day Service at
St Clement Danes and the launch of the RAF100 Baton
Relay. The Baton Relay will travel around the UK and
to some overseas destinations, visiting sites that have
been and continue to be significant to the Royal Air
Force. The relay will finish 100 days later, on 10 July,
the pinnacle of our Centenary celebrations which

include a service at Westminster Abbey, a parade
down the Mall and a spectacular flypast. There are
other events throughout the year across the United
Kingdom including a tour of historic and current
aircraft on static display at the heart of our major
cities.

RAF100 will be about much more than
commemorating our glorious past and celebrating
what we do for the nation today. As we look to the
future, RAF100 offers us the chance to inspire a new
generation about the opportunities offered by careers
linked to STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering
and Mathematics). RAF100 provides the Royal Air
Force with a once in a generation opportunity to
showcase the diversity of roles and, more importantly,
the people that contribute to the modern air force,
whether that be through wearing a uniform or
supporting our Service as a civil servant, contractor,
industry specialist or part of the wider RAF Family.

With the RAF Family in mind I would also like to
encourage you to make use of your RAF Families
Federation. They have indeed just celebrated their
10th birthday and we are lucky to have an organisation
that acts as an independent voice for us all. By engaging
with them and sharing your views and concerns, your
input will help influence policy change for you, as well
as the next generation of RAF personnel.

To finish, and wherever you are during RAF100, we
would like to invite you to join with us celebrating
100 years of courage, service and excellence, and help
us look towards the future and our next 100 years.

FOREWORD
by Air Vice-Marshal Mike Wigston | Assistant Chief of Air Staff
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News
Future Accommodation
Model Update #2

The next online newsletter is available
with the FAM launch planned to take
place from December 2018.

New service aims to
help veterans

Veterans looking for employment can
take advantage of a new service through
the Veteran’s Gateway.

RAF100 Memorabilia
available online

Buy your RAF100 gifts online from three
RAF organisations - all in aid of the
RAF100 Appeal.

Pre-order theMWC
Album ‘Remember’

An album marking the Centenary of the
end of WWI. Buy yours now, sang by the
Military Wives Choirs.

Free employability
support for military
spouses

Course dates and locations are out for
free workshops with LifeWorks. Can’t get
to the courses? They have also launched
a free online learning platform! Write
your CV in 7 easy lessons!

Forces Radio BFBS
now on DAB+

Search for ‘Forces’ or ‘ForcesRadio BFBS’
on your DAB+ radio to listen to wherever
you are.

New Shetland radar

Reinforcing the UK’s ability to track
unidentified military or civilian aircraft
will soon be powered up ready to
operate.

Want a career in
technology?

Amazon Web Services have developed a
customised training, mentoring and job
placement scheme.

RAF FF at Commons
Select Committee

The Director of the FF was a witness
for the Committee at the House of
Commons to examine Covenant
implementation and delivery.

Think before you share
online

Here’s a useful reminder for families from
theMOD on keeping your family and
loved ones who serve, safe through your
own personal security awareness when
online.

Tax-Free childcare
opens to children
under 12

The scheme opened up further to all
families with children under 12 as from
14th Feb ‘18.

Personal applicants
can now apply for
probate online

HMCTS details how personal applicants
can now apply for probate using new
online service.

Healthcare and
the NHS – Can the
Covenant help?

Yes, no and maybe...
RAF personnel and families who are
posted from one area to another can
often experience issues about access to
and continuity of care.

Her Majesty the Queen
visits RAF Marham

Her Majesty the Queen visited RAF
Marham during February in her capacity
as Honorary Air Commodore of the
Station.

Revealing the secrets
of Cyprus

Archaeology Advisor for DIO shares his
blog on an ancient Akrotiri archaeological
excavation project.

Changes to State
Pension affecting
spouses

Highlighting changes to State Pension
provision affecting spouses and civil
partners who accompany their ‘other half’
on tours abroad to the detriment of their
own state pension.

IN
TH

E
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Getting crafty in the
kitchen

Whilst remembering rationing from
the 1940s. Find out what recipes were
available during national food shortages.

Improving delivery
of the Armed Forces
Covenant

Research is ongoing how organisations
are delivering pledges under the Armed
Forces Covenant in Great Britain.

The Spitfire 10k and
new family Spitfire run

Both runs will take off from the RAF
Museum London on Saturday 1st Sep
‘18. Funds raised will go to the RAF100
Appeal.

Useful relationship
support on the RAF FF
website

There’s an updated relationship support
page signposting you to various routes
available; some of which are free.

Historic helicopters
added to air show
line-up

RAF Cosford Air Show announces an
assortment of ex-RAF helicopters
which will be on display for its
spectacular Centenary Air Show on
Sunday 10th June.

Anyone for bell
ringing in your local
community?

In memory of 1400 bell ringers who
died in the First World War, Ringing
Remembers is looking to recruit 1400
new bell ringers in local communities.
Find out how you can join in.

Events at the National
Memorial Arboretum
2018

There is a list of all events and activities
for people of all ages and interests at the
NMA during 2018.

Further details on all these stories can be found on

raf-ff.org.uk

Search for the headlines on our website

Have you got home
liability insurance on
your SFA?

If you are living in Service Family
Accommodation, did you know that
standard home insurance policies do not
always cover your potential liability?

BE PART
OF THE

EXPERIENCE

Saturday 28th April
10 am arrival

Please contact us to reserve
your place

Co-educational day & boarding
ages 13-18

telephone:01823 328204
admissions@kings-taunton.co.uk

www.kings-taunton.co.uk

A Woodard School

OPEN DAYOPEN DAY
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As families, community groups and schools, you are all invited to
take part in Remember RAF100, a new community engagement
programme celebrating the formation of the RAF 100 years ago
on 1 April 1918. It includes commemorating over 44,000 RAF
personnel who lost their lives during the First and Second World
Wars and are buried or commemorated in the UK.

Come together with your local community to discover the
story of the RAF during the First and Second World Wars and
commemorate RAF personnel.

What you can do
There are more than 4,000 First World War graves and
commemorations across the United Kingdom from the Royal
Flying Corps and the Royal Air Force and more than 40,000
RAF service personnel from the Second World War. You can
use a special database to find the graves in your region and
arrange a group visit perhaps, or simply as a family activity to
remember someone together.

Free information resources available
There is free informative resources and small-scale funding are
available to community groups and schools across the UK in 2018.

• An engaging A1 poster will explore RAF stories from one
hundred years ago and suggest activities for groups to
commemorate First World War RAF personnel buried or
commemorated in their locality.

• A specially-commissioned Remember RAF100 resource
pack for primary schools, with creative activities for young
learners. Register right away to get your copy of the pack.

Remember RAF100 participants can create model paper
aeroplanes to lay at graves or memorials, or to display in 2018 as
an act of remembrance for the RAF centenary.

Groups can use Big Ideas funding to organise commemorative
activities to commemorate RAF personnel, such as a music
concert, visiting the graves, leading a talk on local RAF history
to their local community, organising a coffee morning or
something completely different.

By joining Remember RAF100, groups are joining a
nationwide commemoration project in 2018. The Big
Ideas team will keep your group(s) updated with the
latest project opportunities, events and resources through
its e-newsletters. Contact the Big Ideas team with any
questions or updates.

Remember RAF100 is a call to action to research and
remember the stories of men and women buried in war
graves in the UK. The initiative is led by Big Ideas and
co-funded by the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local
Government (MHCLG) and RAF100.

For more information about Remember RAF100,
email raf100@big-ideas.org or visit big-ideas.org

TAKE PART –
REMEMBER
RAF100
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Forces Pension Society
68 South Lambeth Road, Vauxhall, London, SW8 1RL
Tel: 020 7820 9988 - email: memsec@forpen.co.uk - www.forcespensionsociety.org

JOIN US AND GET MORE FROM YOUR PENSION

Cobseo
The Confederation
of Service Charities

A member of

JOIN US AND GET MORE FROM YOUR PENSION

INDEPENDENT, NOT-FOR-PROFIT
At the Forces Pension Society, we value our independence.

It enables us to serve the interests of the Armed Forces

community as the Forces Pension watchdog. We hold

governments to account, arguing for better pensions

and campaigning against unfairness in the schemes.

For example, our campaign won the right in 2015 for all

future widows to retain their pension on remarriage.

VALUABLE MEMBERSHIP OFFERS
Our Members also have access to exclusive offers with

significant discounts from trusted Affiliates including our

exclusive no-age-limit Annual Travel Insurance Plan.

PENSION HELP WHEN YOU NEED IT
We deal with hundreds of such pension enquiries every

month from our Members (now c. 50,000), helping them

through the AFPS pension maze. Join us and see how we

can help you. Or simply become a Member for the peace

of mind of knowing we’re here to help when you need us.

JOIN ONLINE NOW AND RECEIVE
A FREE £150 RAMBLING & ADVENTURE
HOLIDAY VOUCHER
Visit our website at www.forcespensionsociety.org

quoting Promo Code ENV2018

(T’s & C’s apply). Annual

Membership for you and

your partner costs just £38.

This widowwas offered less
than half the pension to which
she was entitled as a result of
a simple calculation error.

Emma Flood, FPS Member
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In the Winter edition, Air Cdre Harper, ACOS
Personnel Policy, wrote about a fresh approach
to career management, which included giving
17,000 RAF personnel at corporal and below
direct access to a dedicated career manager. In
this article, the Career Management Team sets
out the progress being made.

Enhanced career management
Part of the RAF’s People Transformation Programme,
enhanced career management moves away from list-
based approaches to provide a more personal, engaged
and responsive service. Due to be rolled out across all
trades by April 2018, enhanced career management
is already up and running for the RAF’s Logistics
Trades. Having received overwhelmingly positive
support, enhanced career management is making a
real difference. With direct access to their career
manager at High Wycombe for the first time, our junior
ranks now have a greater say in their assignment and
career development decisions. The value of this was
evident during a Trade Group 18-focused event at
RAF Waddington. Fifty personnel from the Logistics
Trade were briefed by their new career managers, who
had travelled up from High Wycombe, and then had
opportunities for one-on-one interviews. This gave
people the chance to discuss what was important to

them and their families. As an interviewee explained
afterwards, ‘Being able to discuss my career issues
directly with the career manager in person really
helped with my deployment.’

New Manning Webpages
Our most junior ranks have played an important part
in developing the new career management approach.
A virtual ‘consumer panel’ of 40 corporals and SACs
was established across a number of trade groups and
RAF units. Consulted during the design and test stages
of the new career management approach, the group
told us about their experiences and how they could
be improved. Being able to speak with their career
manager was critical for them. They were also clear
that they wanted more information available online
to help them manage their careers for themselves.
Consequently, a bespoke Manning webpage has
been created for each trade as part of the roll-out of
enhanced career management. Giving access to a trade
newsletter, full details of career manager personalities,
desk responsibilities and numbers, guidance on ‘how to
contact your career manager’ and a list of frequently
asked questions, the early responses are promising:

‘I found it really useful to see the website and the areas
which we will soon be able to look at ourselves. I think

Aircraft engineers and aircrew making final checks of a Voyager refuelling aircraft before an early morning sortie.

MODERNISING RAF
CAREER Management
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this is a really big step forward and I’m excited to be
able to show the other staff in my workplace. It’ll make
career managing ourselves much easier and transparent,
and it’s really encouraging to see our feedback directly
affecting decisions.’ (Junior rank consultation group
member)

Support and Advice
To deliver enhanced career management,
additional staff have been brought into the Manning
organisation at High Wycombe. New career
managers have been carefully selected from across
the RAF’s trades and are given intensive training to
allow them to offer the highest levels of support
and advice. By bringing in both trade and human
resources specialists, Manning is well equipped to
attend to both the personal and professional career
management of its people. As one Trade Group 18
Warrant Officer told us:

‘Personally I was impressed with the level of knowledge
and professionalism of the new career managers. If all the
Trade Group Career Management Teams are as good as
your team, this has success written all over it.’

Focus on People
The RAF Strategy is clear that we must focus on
People and accommodate better the needs of its
people and their families. Enhancing, extending and
modernising career management to all our personnel
is an important first step in building a workforce fit for
the future.
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Flexible Service will provide personnel with more
options to help them manage their lives. With a
year to go until launch, we talked to the leader of
the project team responsible, Group Captain Justin
Fowler, about what it means for Service Personnel
and their families.

What is Flexible Service?
It involves a range of changes to introduce more flexibility
in the way that people can serve in the Armed Forces, but
the most significant change will be that members of the
regular Armed Forces will be able to apply to temporarily
work part-time or to restrict their level of separation,
a bit like being a Reserve for a while. This will replace
the Flexible Duties Trial that is currently running. Some
people may have heard of our project title – the ‘Flexible
Engagements System (FES)’, or the Armed Forces (Flexible
Working) Bill that Parliament recently debated.

Why do we need Flexible Service?
Because people have said that they want it and we need to
modernise to continue to recruit and retain the talented
people that the Armed Forces need. The impact of service
on family life is consistently the highest reason people give
for thinking of leaving and in a recent survey 70% of our
personnel said they wanted opportunities for a flexible
approach to work.

When will Flexible Service be available?
By April 2019, after we have made the necessary changes to
the law, our pay, pensions and IT systems and made other
arrangements.

What does Flexible Service mean for
individual people and their families?
Personnel will be able to apply to work part time or to have
a restriction placed on the number of days serving away from
their home base (or both) for up to 3 years at a time. No-one
will be forced to take this, but equally people must be clear
that they will not be granted this unless their Service can
manage any impact on operational capability. Service need
will come first. The part-time arrangements will allow people
to have one or two days off work per week, although other
routines could be agreed. People will not be able to reduce
their duties by more than 40%. The restricted separation
option would prevent someone from being away from their
home base more than a specified number of days per year
and so it would protect people and their families from the
longer periods of separation, such as deployments. But both
options will result in a proportional loss of pay and so people

ONE YEAR TO GO

Introduction of Flexible Service
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will need to think carefully before they apply,
and to discuss their expectations with their
chain of command. If granted, Flexible Service
will provide a strong degree of certainty for
people to allow them to plan their lives, and this
will be great for families, but the Service will
be able to cancel or suspend Flexible Service
arrangements if necessary where circumstances
have fundamentally changed, for instance a
national emergency.

What does Flexible Service
mean for those that don’t
take it?
This is a very significant change in the way that
people can serve in the Armed Forces, which is
why it requires the law to be changed. We know
that some people are concerned about how it
might impact on operational capability or on their
workload if someone else on their team works
part time. This is why applications will only be
approved by the Services where operational
capability can be maintained. However, if we are
to make the most of these new opportunities,
people at all levels will need to look for ways to
support applications by finding different ways
of doing things. For example, we know that
the Services expect to create new part-time
Reserves roles to undertake some of the work.
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CONSIDER A
IN THE RAF
There has never been a more exciting time to be involved
with the RAF Reserves, offering you the opportunity to
work in one of over 40 challenging and rewarding roles.

After life as a Regular, the RAF Reserves offer you the ability to
serve wherever you settle with new and re-roled squadrons stood
up around the country. Serving as a Reservist provides you with
the chance to maintain your links and connections with the RAF
and the ability to increase your professional competencies while
exploiting the range of Adventure Training, sport and personal
development opportunities available.

An alternative income stream may provide much welcome
support whilst you transition into civilian life and taking up an
RAF Reservist appointment will enhance your CV, allowing you to
demonstrate excellent portfolio management skills as you develop
and manage two roles.

RAF Reservists are some of the most ambitious and dedicated
people you’ll ever meet, and being around them will
undoubtedly enhance your ability to succeed in your personal
and professional life. Besides, you never know when your
bunkmate might happen to be the hiring manager for a Top
100 Company!

Mindful that you will be adjusting and settling into civilian life
and may not be able to fully commit to the RAF Reserves
initially, certain waivers (below) have been introduced for
Ex-Regular personnel who join within a year from their date
of discharge.

Direct transition in substantive rank (subject to
available positions)
Reduced annual training requirement
(just 15 days per year for the first three years)
Limited call-out liability (screened for the first 3 years)

Case Study
Corporal Mike Brown*
Systems Analyst /
Logistics Mover

“As a former Regular,
I missed the RAF! I
missed the exciting
challenges and
opportunities that
are available, the
friends you make and
sense of worth you
have serving in the
RAF”

In civilian life, I’m an
analyst at a national

newspaper. My RAF role is as a Logistics Mover, based at RAF
Brize Norton in Oxfordshire. I’m responsible for accepting,
preparing and loading cargo and passengers. I travel with the
aircraft to destinations all over the world, drive a multitude of
specialist vehicles, operate certain aircraft systems and have gained
the Civil Aviation’s Dangerous Goods Operator’s Certificate.

The Reserves is all about doing something different, for example;
learning a new career that is directly linked to civilian roles,
therefore improving your employment prospects; and the sense of
achievement knowing your efforts make a difference.

Since being in the Reserves I have become more proactive in my
civilian role and not simply being reactive to situations, this is due
to the ethos in the RAF of ‘just getting the job done’.

*Name changed to protect individuals online profile.

Ex-Regular?
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ROLE
RESERVES

RAF Reservists are given world-class accredited training to develop
key skills that form not only the foundations of an invaluable
Reservist but also an invaluable employee. This training can amount
to £8,000 per annum (for an organisation to implement). Core
skills are developed that are valuable in business such as:
• Self-confidence
• Determination
• Teamwork
• Problem solving
• Leadership
• The ability to work under pressure

Transferable skills which add significant value to you as an employee
are gained at all levels. These include:
• Communications and IT
• Language skills
• LGV licences
• First aid
• Catering
• Health and safety
• Personnel management

Undergoing training and serving on operations further develops
resourcefulness, perseverance and the ability to improvise in
unfamiliar or difficult circumstances. Individuals have exceptional
team spirit with the ability to lead and follow, and acquire a variety
of qualities that every employer looks for; such as commitment,
respect, integrity and discipline.

Case Study
SAC William Blair,
Vice-President,
Corporate Communications,
Barclays

“I’ve met some really great
people in the Reserves –
individuals from different
backgrounds, united by
Serving their country”

How did you become a
Reservist?
A few years ago, I found
myself in a job that I wasn’t
particularly enjoying. I wanted
an opportunity to get out

of my chair and do something a bit more active and exciting.
That’s when I applied to join the Royal Air Force as a Regular –

but I missed the recruitment window. A friend, who had served,
suggested the Reserves. I found out about a squadron dedicated to
media relations, which is my professional background, so I visited
the unit to learn more. Everyone I met was really enthusiastic and
made me feel welcome. I’ve been with them for three years now.
It’s been a really positive experience.

What’s it like being a Reservist and working at Barclays?
I was approached by a recruiter for my current role at Barclays.
When I was putting my CV together, the recruiter suggested I leave
off the Reserves because she thought it would hurt my chances. I
wanted to be up front and manage expectations about my RAF career
with my new employer, and so we agreed to leave it in. I’m very glad
I did because in the first meeting I had at Barclays Head Office, the
interviewer spotted it immediately and responded really positively,
letting me know how supportive Barclays is of the Armed Forces.

Barclays offers flexible working, additional leave and there is a
Reservist HR policy, so there are standard guidelines for managers
to follow. If I have a training weekend I can leave early to get out to
my unit. I also find it’s part of the culture. My line manager is very
supportive and recognises the value of being a Reservist.

How do you balance two careers?
Having a second job with the Reserves keeps both careers fresh. I’ve
found good ways of working in both and the skills are transferable.
I have to be very organised. I plan my diary far in advance in order
to balance both careers with my personal life. My squadron is very
supportive and they always emphasise that the Reserves should be
my third priority after family first and the day job second.

Further information:
Search for ‘RAF Recruitment’ online*

*new website under construction at time of going to print.

RESERVISTS MAKE
GREAT EMPLOYEES!

www.raf-ff.org.uk | Spring 2018 | ENVOY
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ARMED FORCES
Continuity of Education
Allowance (CEA)

Sixth Form Reapplication
CEA exists to provide continuity of education for SP’s children in recognition of the mobility that is an
obligation of service life. By supporting family mobility, continued operational effectiveness, retention
of our Service Personnel and for CEA to be preserved and remain affordable, it remains imperative
that only those who are eligible to claim CEA do and that CEA applications continue to be subject to
appropriate scrutiny.

“Claimants must now submit a new application for a CEA Eligibility Certificate (CEA EC) before
their child enters the Sixth Form stage of education”
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Several changes for claiming Continuity of Education
Allowance (CEA) including, Sixth Form applications are being
rolled out. Claimants must now submit a new application
for a CEA Eligibility Certificate (CEA EC) before their child
enters the Sixth Form stage of education, or equivalent (Key
Stage 5 - Years 12 to 13) for pupils aged between 16 and
18 years old. It is strongly advised that this article is read
in conjunction with 2018DIN01-020 on Armed Forces
Continuity of Education Allowance CEA – 6th Form
Reapplication and Chapter 9, Part 2 of JSP 752.

Upcoming changes to CEA include:

• A reduction in the parental contribution for SP’s sending
their children to one of the 38 State Boarding Schools
(SBS) in the UK.

• Updates to the CEA Guardians Scheme, including
increasing payments to SP to ensure that the scheme
becomes a more attractive continuity of education option.

• Work to leverage Defence’s position as a key customer of
the Independent Boarding School Sector (IBSS) to extract
better value and reduce costs for both SP and Defence.

• CEA claimants being required to resubmit a CEA
application ahead of their child’s move to 6th Form (Years
12 & 13) and equivalents.

REAPPLICATION FOR CEA AT THE SIXTH
FORM STAGE OF EDUCATION

The two years of Sixth Form remains a protected stage of
education, however SP will be required to submit a new EC

prior to their child moving into this stage of education and
should consider whether their individual circumstances still
warrant CEA.

Within the state education sector, a post GCSE move from
secondary school to another school, or Sixth Form college,
maybe mandatory if the original school has no Sixth Form.
Additionally, as the state sector now offers a wider range of
education pathways, (in addition to the traditional ‘A’ levels,
so that continuity of education is no longer achieved solely
by a direct route from a school’s Year 11 to its Sixth Form),
the requirement to reapply before the Sixth Form stage
of education, offers parents and pupils the opportunity to
properly assess their child’s preferred educational route.

The requirement to reapply for CEA at entry to the Sixth
Form stage of education ensures continued eligibility to
CEA, due to Service induced mobility and will not remove
eligibility from claimants who retain an entitlement during
the Sixth Form stage of education.

APPLICATION TIMINGS

Sixth Form CEA EC should be confirmed before the child
begins school Year 11 (i.e. more than an academic year
before they are due to enter the Sixth Form), therefore
taking effect from 1 June 2018 and if required, allowing
applicants to make alternative arrangements for their child’s
Sixth Form, or equivalent, stage of education. The first
cohort of claimants that will need to submit a Sixth Form
CEA EC, will be those whose children are due to enter the
Sixth form stage of education in September 2019. The
key dates are:

It remains the responsibility of claimants to ensure
their application for Sixth Form CEA is completed in
time to inform a final decision about their child’s future
educational direction. Noting the timescale above
(further details are provided in 2018 DIN Armed Forces
Continuity of Education Allowance (CEA – Sixth Form
Reapplication)), all claimants are to follow the new
arrangements that are laid out in Chapter 9, Part 2 of
JSP752 effective from 1 April 2018.

Further information and guidance on existing Eligibility
Certificates, impact to siblings, SENA, those in the Scottish

Education system and continuation beyond school year 11
is provided within the 2018 DIN. The DIN also provides
information on other CEA Review Measures such as the CEA
Guardianship scheme and the reduction in SP contribution
for State Boarding School fees.

Contact the Directorate of Children and Young
People, Children’s Education Advisory Service (CEAS)
via email: DCYP-CEAS-Enquiries@mod.uk or by
telephone on 01980 618244 for further advice regarding
the specifics of Sixth form re-application or other CEA
queries. Unit HR staff are also on hand to help.

DATE ACTION

Step 1:
June to July 2018

End of School Year 11 Claimants / child(ren) decide their preferred ‘Post 16 route
of education’.

Step 2:
June to August 2018

The claimant to apply for a new CEA EC in respect of the 6th Form stage of
education.

Step 3:
September to November 2018

Attend Open Days/Evenings for ‘Post-16’ education.

Step 4:
December 2018 to January 2019

Deadlines for applications to preferred ‘Post-16’ education establishments.

Step 5:
December 2018 to March 2019

Timing of entry interviews and selection processes.

Step 6:
January to March 2019

Organise receipt of a CEA EC in line with timing for receipt of offers for 6th Form
places from schools/education establishments.

Submit CEA EC applications (DBS PACCC have up to 20 days to respond,
includes submitting any additional PACCC casework).

Step 7:
August 2019

Receipt of GCSE & confirmation/clarification of 6th Form places at the preferred
education establishment.

Step 8:
September 2019

6th Form education commences.
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Exercise HIMALAYAN VENTURE 18 is the
principal expedition of RAF100 and is uniting over
80 members of the wider RAF family in a pioneering
expedition to the Rolwaling and Khumbu regions of
the Nepalese Himalayan range. Veterans, Regulars,
Reserves. Auxiliaries, Air Cadets and University Air
Squadron Cadets will be working together in tough
and challenging conditions to represent the RAF’s
past, present and future. Trekking teams will conduct
remote and arduous trekking at Very High Altitude
and a more experienced alpine team will conduct
exploratory mountaineering at Extreme High Altitude
in a bid to make the first British ascent of Langdung
(6357m) and neighbouring peaks above 5500m within
the Rolwaling Himal.

The concept of the expedition emerged in 2016 when
a number of intrepid members of the Royal Air Force
Mountaineering Association (RAFMA) were discussing
three important milestones approaching in 2018.

• The centenary of the RAF
• The 70th anniversary of RAFMA
• The 75th anniversary of the RAF Mountain Rescue

Service

With a passion to commemorate and celebrate these
significant anniversaries, the concept of HV18 was
born! Expedition leader Sqn Ldr Pete McCreedy says
“We wanted to work towards something that would
be a fitting celebration of 3 very special anniversaries
and inspire the next generation of RAF mountaineers”.

The aims of @raf100HV18 are:

• To Unite individuals from across the RAF family that
represent it’s past, present and future through the
challenges of high altitude mountaineering.

• To Develop the skills, robustness, and expeditionary
spirit of all applicants and deliver the mountaineering
proficiency and qualifications to inspire the next
generation to plan and lead future expeditions.

Set to be the largest RAF Mountaineering expedition ever undertaken

Stickle Tarn.

Halifax Wreck.

HIMALAYAN
VENTURE 18
(HV18)

An expedition that unites all members of the wider RAF family; develops
the teamwork and skillset to achieve something special together; all in
celebration of 100 years of the RAF – that’s HIMALAYAN VENTURE 2018.”

– Sqn Ldr Pete McCreedy, Expedition leader
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• To Pioneer new routes and experiences in Nepal, including
attempting British first ascents of mountains above 5500m.

The HV18 journey began in December 2016 when the application
process opened. There was no requirement to have any
mountaineering experience to apply – anyone with an appetite for
the outdoors and learning new skills was welcome! Officer Cadet
Bex Capewell-Salisbury is one of the University Air Squadron
applicants and says “I applied for this expedition because I love
climbing and mountaineering but I never had the opportunity
to be involved in something this big before”. With over 250
people applying for 80 places, the selection process has been
a challenge! An ambitious programme of training has brought
applicants together over 18 months to train all over the UK, from
initial selection training in Wales, summer training in the English
Lake District, and winter training across Scotland. Not confining
themselves to the UK, alpine training events have also taken place
as far afield as the Swiss Alps.

Deputy Expedition Leader Flt Lt Chris Fawcett said “This is a big
commitment for those hoping to be successful on selection. Not
just for those applying, but for their family who have been amazing
by supporting them in their endeavours every step of the way”.

Final training preparations will culminate with a pre-deployment
training week, where successful team members will learn about
remote and high altitude first aid, team-building and use of specialist
equipment. All applicants, regardless of if they’re selected for the
final expedition, will be part of the HV18 journey and gain valuable
experience and qualifications.

You can follow the Himalayan Venture 18 journey on Facebook
(RAF 100 Himalayan Venture 18) and Twitter (@raf100HV18).
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Halifax Wreck.

Striding Edge.Campsite.
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Surely that will tie us in to
extra payments years?
No. Unlike the AFPS 75 or AFPS 05 Added
Years contracts which committed members
for the duration of their service, each
AFPS 15 Added Pension contract lasts up
to a year. Contributions can be as little as
a £300 lump sum or £25 per month if you
prefer to pay by instalments throughout the
year. You decide what you can afford – and
remember, because it comes out of pay
before tax, it reduces the member’s tax
liability.

What does it enhance?
That is up to the member. Contributions
can either boost just the member’s pension
or those of his or her dependants’ too.
Obviously, if it is to boost the member’s
pension AND those of his or her
dependants, the cost will be greater as
more is being enhanced.

Is there a limit?
Yes. £6,500 is the total overall amount of
Added Pension that may be purchased.
However, that would cost between £80K
and £120K!

“Between £80K and £120K”
sounds a bit imprecise.
Why so?
What a contribution will buy depends
upon many factors, not only what is to be
enhanced. For example, other things that
can make a difference to the cost are the
member’s age when the contribution is
made and whether the contribution is by
lump sum or by monthly instalments. It
also makes a difference whether you enter

into the contract at the beginning of the
contract year or part way through. The
last time I looked at the Added Pension
cost factors, there were over a dozen
assumption tables!

Give me an example that will
make sense to me.
A member joins the Armed Forces at
age 20 and takes out the Added Pension
contract at age 38.

If he or she enhances the member’s
benefits only the cost would be £1,389
as a lump sum or £117 per month for
12 months.

If the member’s and the dependants’
benefits were enhanced the cost would be
£1,481 as a lump sum or £126 per month
for 12 months.

This may look like a lot of money but,
remember, premiums come from pay
before tax, thus reducing the member’s
tax liability.

What are the pros?
• Added Pension offers value for money.
• The commitment is short term – each

contract lasts only a year. What may be
affordable one year may be unaffordable
the next. The fact that the contract lasts
only a year gives you the flexibility to
respond to all your other commitments.

• Purchasing Added Pension is tax efficient
as contributions come from pay before
tax, thus reducing the member’s tax
liability.

• Increasing the pension will improve
Early Departure Payment (EDP)
benefits. This is because the EDP lump

We cannot remember anybody complaining about having too
much money in retirement and AFPS 15 makes it easy for
you to improve your pension by purchasing Added Pension.
You are never too young to save for retirement.

In this article Mary Petley of the Forces
Pension Society sets out the basics
about the Added Pension provision
under AFPS15 and how to get a quote.

մեe basics about the
ADDED PENSION
provision under
AFPS15
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sum is worth 2.25 times the deferred
pension and the EDP income is at least
34% of the deferred pension – and the
deferred pension includes the Added
Pension element.

• Even someone approaching retirement
can enter into an Added Year contract.

• The Added Pension element increases
each year by Consumer Prices Index in
the same way as the pension.

And the cons?
• You cannot take the money out of the

scheme as a cash lump sum.
• If a pension increases too much in one

year HMRC’s Annual Allowance could
be breached. Breaching the Annual
Allowance results in an in-year tax bill.

• You must weigh the cost against your
other financial commitments.

How do I apply?

Submit an AFPS Form 6 to
Defence Business Services
(Glasgow) to obtain a
quote. Getting a quote
does not commit you to
entering into an Added
Pension contract – it is
only if you like what you
see and apply on an AFPS
Form 6A that you enter
into the contract. These
forms are available on
JPA or on the internet
at gov.uk/government/
publications/service-
personnel-and-veterans-
agency-spva-pensions-
forms

If you are a Member of the Forces Pension Society and
have questions on this or any other pension related matter,
email pensionenquiries@forpen.co.uk
If you are not a Member but would like to know
more about us, visit forcespensionsociety.org

Trinity Insurance Services Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority number 307068.

*Based on a basic level of cover for a customer based in the UK, quote is subject to eligibility criteria.

MILITARY KIT AND HOME 
INSURANCE FROM 

£8.96/MONTH*

10% Off with code ENVOY10

Licence to occupy cover up to £20.000 included
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Accommodation
MATTERS
by Stan Brathwaite, RAF FF Housing Specialist

ENVOY | Spring 2018 | www.raf-ff .org.uk

There is a continued improvement in the customer satisfaction
statistics for CarillionAmey, which is also reflected in the
reduced number of accommodation issues we are receiving.
It seems that Response Maintenance is delivering a more
consistent service and the usual flurry of winter problems
were mercifully few, although some of them proved to be
extremely serious. At the time of writing, the collapse of
Carillion does not seem to have had an adverse impact on
service delivery. The Amey half of the business has assumed
overall control of the contract and we are being kept informed
of developments as they occur. Keep an eye on our website
for the latest information but there’s not a lot to report at
the moment. Right now, we are hearing mostly about issues
with CAAS banding and the complaints and appeals processes
that apply within it. There is a CAAS Working Group looking
at simplifying and clarifying the whole thing and we’ll let you
know the outcomes of that when its work is finalised.

Sub-letting – (The Private Rental Scheme) – The MOD
has an oversupply of housing across its UK estates, beyond
that needed to enable regular Service personnel moves
and it has been decided that one way to achieve best value
for defence, while still retaining flexibility for operational
purposes, is to lease some void stock to the general public
on a short-term basis. This is not a novel idea nor is it the
first time the MOD has rented its vacant houses to the
general public.

The scheme is in its infancy and, if you are on one of the
handful of stations involved, you will receive a letter explaining
which properties (or streets) have been identified as suitable
for sub-letting and what options you have. In identifying the
properties, there will have been a lengthy consultation with

the unit accommodation
and welfare teams.
Crucially, there will be no
requirement for anyone to
move house and the plan is
to integrate these private
lettings into the estate to
create a single community.

There may be a perception
that the ‘best’ properties
have been selected for this
initiative, to the detriment
of Service personnel. We
have been assured that this
is categorically not the case, and all stock leased to the general
public remains available for future use by Service personnel.

The letting agents, Orchard and Shipman, will undertake a
comprehensive vetting process of each prospective tenant,
involving previous landlord references and credit checks.
Orchard and Shipman have a UK-wide presence, a wealth
of letting experience and a large portfolio of private rented
property including a number of ‘company’ lets. Furthermore,
as CarillionAmey have the continuing responsibility for
managing these houses, they have a vested interest in making
sure that any lets do not cause any issues.

If you are interested in the national rental market
stats go to:
gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_
data/file/667109/PRMS_Statistical_Release_171214_.pdf
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FAM is currently designing how the MOD will provide personnel 
and their families with accommodation over the next 50+ years. 
It’s worth remembering that, if it goes ahead, it will take several 
years to introduce in full; it’s not going to happen overnight. 
Recent work on FAM has been focused on developing a three-Recent work on FAM has been focused on developing a three-
year pilot scheme, which is planned to launch from December
2018 at a few selected sites that have yet to be finalised. The pilot
will test:

• Widened accommodation eligibility – personnel on the pilot
regardless of rank or marital status, will be eligible for all
accommodation options

• Offering a choice of accommodation to personnel (SFA,
SLA, renting, and continued support to buy a home), based
on need – not rank and marital status, as it is today

• Providing a new ‘accommodation payment’ for those on the pilot

Those on the pilot will be able to state their preference for the
accommodation they want to live in (subject to availability).

Finally – to reassure families - the pilot won’t force personnel
and their families out of their SFA if they are already living

in it and wish to stay, nor will it sell off any SFA. Instead, the 
pilot will test key parts of the new policy and the way it is 
delivered so that MOD can make any necessary changes, 
before it goes live across the UK. The FAM Update #2 is 
available via the link below.available via the link below.

raf-ff.org.uk/images/library/files/20180201_FAM_
PilotNoteUpdate_v7.pdf

Single Living in Accommodation (SLA). The RAF is
relatively well off in terms of its SLA but many of you will
know that there are issues with maintenance and with the
number of living-in personnel still being allocated grade 3
and 4 accommodation, often in very poor condition and with
poor facilities. We continue to highlight this as a serious issue
and have raised it with the House of Commons Defence
Committee and the Armed Forces Covenant Ministerial
Board, as well as with the MOD. However, if we are to keep
the pressure on to get something done, we need to capture
your concerns, views and evidence, so please go to our
website and get in touch. …..and please be on the lookout for
our online Surveys.

Th e Future Accommodation 
Model (FAM)
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There are times when we all feel a little stressed or under pressure.
The RAF Benevolent Fund is funding a number of programmes to support
RAF personnel, including Reservists, and their dependent family members,
m[I Koj n^ ^lH^GZ^J`ZJ\ _Z@`DXEZ^F oE mIGY IG oE [IK^e

ANXIETY OR DEPRESSION L^kG^ mIGYZJ\ mZE[ AJlZ^Ej Na EI FDHHIGE E[IF^
oM^`E^_ nj oJlZ^Ej IG _^HG^FFZIJg ZJ`XD_ZJ\ FDnFZ_ZF^_ K^Kn^GF[ZH EI AJlZ^Ej Nae

RELATIONSHIP SUPPORT L^kG^ mIGYZJ\ mZE[ Q^XoE^ EI FDHHIGE oJjIJ^
^lH^GZ^J`ZJ\ G^XoEZIJF[ZH _Z@`DXEZ^F IG nG^oY_ImJFg ZJ`XD_ZJ\R

W NH EI FZl ]G^^ `IDJF^XXZJ\ F^FFZIJF mZE[ o Q^XoE^ `IDJF^XXIG

W A ]G^^ IJXZJ^ ?DZX_ZJ\ PEGIJ\^G boKZXZ^F `IDGF^

W PDnFZ_ZF^_ K^_ZoEZIJ F^FFZIJFg ]IG E[IF^ \IZJ\ E[GID\[ F^HoGoEZIJ IG _ZCIG`^

BEREAVEMENT SUPPORT bG^^ `IJB_^JEZoX E^X^H[IJ^g ^KoZX oJ_ ]o`^fEIf]o`^
support provided in partnership with Cruse Bereavement Care, for those in need
of bereavement support.

For further information visit www.rafbf.org/help

MENTAL WELLBEING
SUPPORT FOR THE RAF

O[^ QAb?b ZF o G^\ZFE^G^_ `[oGZEj ZJ cJ\XoJ_ oJ_LoX^F iVdTVddSh oJ_ P`IEXoJ_ iP>dUTVdSh
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X-Forces is the leading provider for enterprise in
the Armed Forces community and was recently
awarded the Gold Award Employer Recognition
Scheme Award. In the last four years, X-Forces
has supported the launch of over 1,100 businesses
started by service leavers, veterans, spouses,
family members, reservists and cadets over the
age of 18, including individuals from the Wounded,
Injured and Sick (WIS) community. They also
support a wide range of initiatives, including the
Poppy Appeal, Armed Forces Day and others,
across all media channels and, most importantly,
continue to raise the awareness of the Armed
Forces contribution to the UK economy.
Hannah Saunders joined the Royal Air Force
Personnel Support Branch in 2008 aged just
23. Fast forward nine years and Hannah is now
a successful business owner and married to
husband Ed, who she met seven years ago at
RAF Leeming, with a three year old son and
another baby on the way in February!
For Hannah it was the possibility of adventurous
opportunities that first attracted her to the RAF
and it seems she has had her fair share, having
now learned to mountain bike, ski, surf, dinghy
sail, yacht sail, climb and wind surf! However, it
wasn’t all about the sport! Hannah’s proudest
memory is being awarded a Chief of Air Staff’s
Commendation for a strategy project she was
working on.

“it’s lovely having a group of people in the
same position as you who have been on a
similar journey”

Despite the amazing opportunities Hannah had
in the Armed Forces, she came to the realisation
that she wanted to put her business, that she’d
been working on for a year alongside her role
in the RAF, first and spend a bit more time with
her family and so she left the RAF in the Summer
2017.
Being a very outdoorsy family, Hannah had
noticed that there was a gap in the market for
outdoor products for children. The first idea
came to Hannah when, one day, she noticed
that her young son’s chapped lips were badly
bleeding. The lip salve she had brought out with
them wasn’t getting through the dribble thatthem wasn’t getting through the dribble that 
naturally often comes with a toddlernaturally often comes with a toddler 
and so she decided to hone herand so she decided to hone her 
own recipe. It was from there 
that Toddle was born!

Hannah now has a team of 6 freelancers
supporting her on her entrepreneurial journey
but it wasn’t always easy.
Hannah said: “It’s difficult having nobody else
to fall back on when you’re the only employee. I
have a little team now, but for the longest time it
was just me doing the accounts, sales, operations,
design, social media etc. I found it difficult to
go from putting all decisions through a chain of
command, to all decisions just all on me, and trying
to prioritise the vast amount of work.”
For Hannah, support was key. Through
X-Forces’ mentoring and the X-Forces
workshops she was given support in writing her

business plan, accessing funding, marketing the
business, sales and even tax returns.
“X-Forces has helped Toddle a lot through its first
year. It’s great to know you have someone there
should you have an issue or difficult question and
it’s also great meeting other veterans who are
starting their own businesses; it’s lovely having a
group of people in the same position as you who
have been on a similar journey. I’m not sure where
Toddle would be now without X-Forces to be
honest.“
She also advises budding
entrepreneurs to do
their market research
and most importantly,
to sell themselves!
“I think forces people
can be afraid to shout
about themselves.
The feedback I’ve had

regarding forces business owners is that apparently,
we’re very thorough and we tend to have thought
about the second/third order effects of our business
decisions... so if you think you don’t have any
business knowledge because of your trade/branch,
you have more transferable skills than you think. So,
have the confidence to go for it!”
Toddle has launched its Kickstarter campaign
entitled ‘Toddle- Born Wild Toiletries’; where
customers can pre-order from their exciting new
range. They are already 80% funded, with days
still to go! They’ll also be selling limited edition
personalised adventure bundle gift boxes, perfect
for adults who love the outdoors and have
sensitive skin as well as the little ones. Find out
more and support the campaign at kickstarter.
comkickstarter.com (search ‘Toddle’).
Website: toddle.online
Facebook: facebook.com/toddlebornwild
Instagram: ToddleBornWild
Twitter: twitter.com/toddlebornwild
If you’re considering self-employment like
Hannah, why not come along to one of
X-Forces’ free Self-Employment Discovery
Workshops around the country for ex-
servicemen and women and their families. For
more information contact briony@x-forces.com
or visit http://bit.ly/xfevents

Ex-RAF Servicewoman Hannah
Finds niche in the Market
with help from X-Forces

“ I’m not sure where
Toddle would be now
without X-Forces to
be honest.”
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Envoy is offering six lucky readers the
chance to win one of: Five lip balms
(RRP £10 each) or a Personalised Adventure
Bundle (RRP £42): Hand Sanitiser,
Lip Balm, Sun and Wind Protection Balm,
100% Cotton Neck Scarf (aged 0-4 or
4-adult) and a Personalised Adventure Gift
Box. Simply email enquiries@raf-ff.org.
uk putting ‘Toddle Prize’ in the heading by
Monday 16th April ’18. We’ll then put all
emails into a hat and draw out the winners.
Winners will be notifed via email.
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Moving home is considered to be one of the most stressful
experiences that most people encounter in their lives – maybe
so but, transitioning from military to civilian life can be much
more stressful, its true that many military leavers do so and
settle into civilian life with relative ease, but there are many
who experience a wide range of issues during the process. The
level of difficulty experienced is more often than not dependant
on the level of preparation, the more preparation you do the
better the chance of a smooth transition. So our advice is
start the process early, look for and take all the help you can
get, BFRS is a leader in this arena and is just one of a growing
number of organisations who can help make the transition
process easier and smoother.

British Forces Resettlement Services (BFRS), is a Social
Enterprise that was set up to help the Armed Forces
community and their families, primarily during resettlement,
but also beyond, we help people to understand future career
options, to build essential networks and engage with people
and organisations who can help with the preparation and/or
offer employment. BFRS specialises in creating both online and
offline platforms where the AFC and the commercial world can
engage with each other.

A key feature in our portfolio is our programme of National
Employment & Career fairs, held throughout the UK where
people and organisations can engage on a ‘one to one’ basis
to find out more about where the team are throughout 2018
go to bfrss.org.uk/Events. We have employers, training
providers and help & advice stations for Service Leavers and
their families. The majority of the BFRS team have served in
the military or been a part of the Armed Forces community,
so we want to help!

“For many, the transition from
military service into civilian life
represents one of the most significant
changes an individual and their family will ever experience. It is right
that, as a Department, we provide as comprehensive a resettlement
offer as possible, and I am proud of the work that we do, with partners
such as the British Forces Resettlement Services (BFRS) organisation,
to support our remarkable veterans and their loved ones.”

Lieutenant General Richard Nugee CVO CBE,
Chief of Defence People

BFRS helping the
Armed Forces
Community with
EMPLOYMENT
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“BFRS have been brilliant to work with and have gone above and
beyond my expectations by far. Having got in touch with me to
offer their support and assistance with an upcoming transatlantic
row with a team of serving and veteran servicemen they have
also offered to assist one of the team in his transition to civilian
life alongside our race preparations. Pro-active, energetic and
efficient, no question goes unanswered for long and they seem
genuinely enthusiastic about the service they provide. All four of
us looking forward to attending some of the careers events this
year to meet more of the team and some of the employers and
companies they work with across the country.”

Fraser Mowlem (Row4Victory)
Royal Air Force Avionics Technician
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FORD FOCUS ST- L INE SHOWN AVA I L AB LE
W ITH 15% CUSTOMER SAV ING .

CURRENT OR FORMER M I L I TARY PERSONNEL
CAN SAVE UP TO 20%* ON A NEW FORD .

Y O U TA K E C A R E O F U S .

W E TA K E C A R E O F Y O U .

T O G E T H E R W E G O F U R T H E R .

TO FIND OUT MORE,VISIT FORD.CO.UK/MILITARYSALES
Official fuel consumption figures inmpg (l/100km) for theFordFocusST-Line range: urban33.2-67.3 (8.5-4.2),
extra urban 60.1-83.1 (4.7-3.4), combined 46.3-74.3 (6.1-3.8). Official CO2 emissions 140-99g/km.
The mpg figures quoted are sourced from official EU-regulated test results (EU Directive and Regulation 692/2008), are provided for
comparability purposes and may not reflect your actual driving experience.

*Military Saving programme available to current and ex-Service Personnel. Including veterans and retired members of the UK Armed
Forces. Customer savings of 5% to 20% off the Recommended On The Road price available across the Ford range (excluding KA+,
Mustang and Focus RS) on vehicles contracted between 1st January 2018 and 31st December 2018 and registered between 1st January 2018
and 30th June 2019. Retail customers only. This promotion cannot be used in conjunction with other manufacturer promotions or incen-
tives. At participating Ford dealers – for terms and conditions, including the eligibility criteria, eligible models and customer savings visit:
www.ford.co.uk/militarysales
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Several local authorities within Wales were successful
in their collaborative bid for Covenant Funds to appoint
Armed Forces Liaison Officers. Integrated within the
local authorities their varied work includes mapping
the armed forces community population within each
local authority, implementing training for local authority
staff, strengthening partnerships between third-sector
organisations and the local authority, supporting projects
for covenant and MOD funding that aid integration in the
community, and reviewing policies in line with National
Guidelines.

The role of Armed Forces Liaison Officer is a
relatively new one and is funded by the Armed
Forces Covenant Fund, can you tell us what it
involves? How many AFLO’s are there now?

Wales currently has four AFLOs with another one due later this
year. Each role is extremely fluid and while a lot of focus is on
the delivery of service for local authority we also work with
health, third sector and private organisations. We hope to build
long term multi-agency working models that enable us to ensure
the delivery of the covenant from everyone is both sustainable
and fit for purpose.

All of the Local Authorities in Wales, Scotland
and England have signed up to the Armed Forces
Covenant. How can they ensure that they are
fulfilling their promises made under the Covenant
and what can our service personnel and their
families expect from their Local Authority?

In Wales we are ensuring that any disadvantage due to service
has been or is eliminated and that policy and procedures treat
serving/ex-serving personnel and their families the same as
everyone else. There are many positive actions being taken that
encourage community re-integration after service and this is
what each local authority is working towards. If members of the
AFC witness disadvantage they should highlight that immediately
to either an AFLO or their local armed forces champion/lead
officer. Another important point is that the covenant is not
wholly attributed to local authorities, and that health boards,
service providers, third sector and private organisations also do
their bit.

What is the general reaction of people when you
mention the Covenant? Have most people heard
of it or is there still work to be done in promoting
awareness and understanding of it?

While awareness is increasing on the whole most people don’t
understand what the covenant is and more importantly what
it isn’t. While great work is being done there is plenty more to
do to educate service providers, general public and the AFC.

Further funding has been received from the MOD by the WLGA
(Welsh Local Government Association). They are using this
funding for training for Local Authority staff, to ensure relevant
staff understand local authorities obligations and also marketing
to raise the profile of the covenant across Wales. It is ongoing
work like this that will help promote the covenant and raise
awareness of why we have it.

What do you think is the most important message
to get out to people about the Armed Forces
Covenant?

That it’s to remove disadvantage due to service and support
community integration after service.

What are the main challenges in your role?

There are several challenges that we face – ensuring service
delivery across regions is the same, we don’t want to create a
post code lottery for members of the AFC we want to ensure
there is continuity in service delivery everywhere for everyone.
We are limited by time as this is a two-year funded project and
while inroads have been made there is only so much we can
achieve in that short time. And lastly sustainability, it is vital that
changes we make and introductions we pursue carry on if/when
our roles become obsolete.

With Llandudno hosting the national Armed Forces
Day in 2018, its going to be a busy year for the
armed forces community in North Wales; what
do you think will be the main priorities for the
covenant over the next year?

This year will be a very busy/productive one for the AFC in Wales.
The covenant is likely to focus on highlighting the great work
our armed forces do and to highlight the great contribution they
can make after service. As AFLOs we can utilise this publicity to
increase awareness both within local authorities and to external
bodies (including employers etc). It also allows us to build long
term relationships between multi-agencies that will benefit both
the general public and members of the AFC.

Spotlight onotlight on
Armed Forces
Liaison Officersfficers
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Team Strengths
All AFLOs have links to the Armed
Forces community. Of the four currently
employed 3 have served (Stephen a
former Royal Marine, Jeffrey in the
British Army and Lisa was in the Royal
Air Force) and although Janette has not
served in the forces herself her father
and her husband had served in the RAF.
This ensures they are best placed to
understand any difficulties that having
served may encounter when accessing
local services. Being embedded within
the local authorities ensures that current
policies are in line with service needs.
This also ensures that best practice is
highlighted and disseminated throughout
the authorities.Copyright Welsh Government.

Belong

Military
Discounts
Fees are discounted for
families eligible for CEA.

GC MLCK P FOQDBJEMHNI IM
service families who do not

receive CEA funding.

To book a private tour call 023 9281 5118 or visit www.stjohnscollege.co.uk
info@stjohnscollege.co.uk |@SJCSouthsea

An independent day and boarding school for girls and boys aged 2 - 18

LearnmoreaboutwhystudentsthriveatStJohn’sCollege.
Located in the historic city of Portsmouth, we have educated
children from service families formany years.
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The Royal Air Forces Association is looking for volunteer
fundraisers to be a part of the historic RAF100 events
around the UK.

The charity is seeking people to help at city collections,
which coincide with the RAF’s static aircraft tour and
the RAF100 parade and flypast in London. With parades,
services and air shows all celebrating the Air Force, past,
present and future, volunteering with the Association will
put you right at the heart of events. All money raised will go
to the RAF100 Appeal and be shared between the RAF, RAF
Association, RAF Benevolent Fund, RAF Charitable Trust and
the RAF Museum.

Cameron Wilson, a fundraising volunteer with the
RAF Association, says:

“I would recommend volunteering as I have seen first-hand
what the Association does and the support it provides. It’s
a different challenge to take on and I’m looking forward to
getting young people like me involved in volunteering.”

There are no experience requirements for the fundraising
roles as full training is provided, however the charity does
require that volunteers are a minimum of 18 years of age.

Katharine Montgomery, Volunteer Manager at the
Association says:

“We are looking for people who are passionate about raising
money to support the RAF family, the veterans and serving
men and women in the Royal Air Force. So if you or anyone
you know is looking for a unique and exciting volunteering
role we’d love to hear from you.”

Volunteers will be at the main events. They may be
serving or retired Air Force personnel or they may have
no RAF experience at all but want to support the RAF100
Appeal’s work or that of the four main RAF charities. The
RAF100 Appeal collections could be the start of an exciting
volunteering journey with the RAF Association.

Cardiff – Friday 18 May
Newcastle – Saturday 19 May
York – Friday 8 June
Reading – Friday 15 June
London – Tuesday 10 July
Bristol – Friday 27 July
Peterborough – Friday 3 August
Edinburgh – Friday 17 August
Birmingham – Saturday 25 August
Glasgow – Friday 31 August
Manchester – Friday 14 September

To find out more
Currently serving RAF personnel – should apply as per
the RAF Manning volunteers’ web page.

Everyone else – contact the Association’s volunteer
team at raf100volunteers@rafa.org.uk or
0800 018 2361.

VOLUNTEER

Historic RAF100
Events

with the RAF Association
and be at the heart of the
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The Military Wives Choirs is a charity founded in 2012, now
made up of a network of over 70 choirs based both in the
UK and abroad, which aims to bring women in the military
community closer together through singing.

Our Regional Armed Forces Covenant Manager for Wales &
the West Midlands, Jen Brooksbank, is a member of Valley
MWC and recently took part in a workshop and recording
session for the Military Wives Choirs’ forthcoming World War
1 commemoration album. She tells us all about the experience:

On a snowy weekend in Birmingham, I joined together
with over 100 members of eight Military Wives Choirs
from across the central region to take part in a wonderful
weekend of music, at the ‘Sing, Share, Support’ workshop
and recording of the forthcoming Military Wives Choirs’
World War 1 commemoration album.

This was one of seven regional workshops for the network
of 74 choirs funded by a much appreciated grant from the
Libor Fund, which enabled every member of a choir to have
the chance to attend this unique opportunity and learn all
about the ins and outs of singing.

“the Military Wives Choirs has given me a
network of friends around the country who
understand the experiences that military life
can throw up”
As a member of Valley MWC, based on Anglesey, it was a
fantastic opportunity to be able to sing with other choirs

from across the network and catch up with friends that I
have made during my five years as part of the charity.

The workshop was led by the fabulous Dominic
Ellis-Peckham, renowned conductor and choir director
who coaches groups in the art of singing all over the
world. It was a real treat to have such an inspiring and
enthusiastic coach who got us all moving straight away
with an energetic warm up. Dominic taught us all about
the science behind singing and had us performing a folk
song and African traditional music in perfect harmony
within a very short time!

We were also lucky enough to have a session with
renowned composer, arranger and pianist Peter Foggitt,
who taught us the basics of blending sound and arranging
music, which was something completely new for many of
us. By the end of this part of the day, we were all left feeling
a lot more confident in ourselves and our ability as well as
feeling thoroughly enthused by the whole event.

But that wasn’t the end of this wonderful weekend of
music! We then went on to rehearse the three songs
which we would be recording for the new album the
following day with one of Britain’s leading conductors,
Hilary Davan Wetton.

Our new album is based around Remembrance and
commemoration of the 100 year anniversary of the end
of the First World War. As a network of choirs made
up of women in the military community, we wanted to

acknowledge this poignant occasion through a special
project, telling the stories of the women who worked
tirelessly on the home front, despite the loss of their
husbands, sons, fathers and brothers. This album will
include four brand new songs specially written for
us, together with songs from the World War One era
through to the present day, combined with orchestration
from world-class military musicians in all three services.

Our recording session took place in the beautiful Elgar
Hall at Birmingham University and was an amazing
experience for everyone, from those ladies who had
taken part in the previous albums to those, like me, for
whom it was our first experience ‘in the studio’.

One of the pieces we recorded, which is to be sung by
every choir in the network was the original composition
‘We Will Remember Them’, a beautiful song written
and composed by Joanna and Alexander L’Estrange,
which includes the words of choir members on what
Remembrance means to us.

After an intense morning’s work perfecting and
recording each piece, with Hilary ensuring we
were the best that we could be, it was extremely
emotional to listen back to the recording of this song

Behind the Scenes at the
MILITARY WIVES CHOIRS
‘SING, SHARE, SUPPORT’
workshop and album recording
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at the end of the session and there was
barely a dry eye in the room.

The album is due to be released in the
summer around Armed Forces Week,
so please watch this space for further
announcements regarding the release date.

For me, being part of the Military Wives
Choirs has given me a network of friends
around the country who understand
the experiences that military life can
throw up and enabled me to take part
in wonderful experiences which I would
never have had if I had not plucked up the
courage to go along when a new choir
was being formed five years ago. It also
meant that when we moved to our new
posting, I had somewhere to go straight
away where I could find support and
some time for myself.

One of the highlights of my time with
the choirs has to be being involved in this
workshop and album recording and I would
encourage anyone to go along to their local
choir and give it a go. You never know
where it might lead!

For more information about the
Military Wives Choirs, please visit
militarywiveschoirs.org

www.raf-ff.org.uk | Spring 2018 | ENVOY
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New services to support the emotional wellbeing and
mental health of RAF personnel are being launched this
year by the RAF Benevolent Fund.

The RAF’s leading welfare charity is expanding its
partnership with Anxiety UK to cover serving RAF
men and women as well as those who have left the
service. This includes both regulars and reservists, as
well as their partners.

Those struggling with anxiety or depression will
have access to an Anxiety UK helpline for emotional
support, self-help material and subsidised membership.
Reservists and partners of serving RAF men and
women are also able to attend therapy sessions.

Alison Wyman, Head of Welfare Programmes
and Development at the RAF Benevolent Fund,
said: “As the RAF’s leading welfare charity, the RAF
Benevolent Fund knows only too well the stresses
and strains life in the Armed Forces can put on
personnel and their relationships. After identifying this
welfare need, we have worked in partnership with a

specialist to provide a service to support those
suffering from poor mental health as well as their
partners.”

To contact Anxiety UK call 0844 334 1550
or email rafsupport@anxietyuk.org.uk To
find out more about the Fund’s relationship
counselling support call 0845 077 5556 or visit
rafbf.relate.org.uk to access our free online
Building Stronger Families course.

RAF Benevolent Fund
expands support service
to personnel and their
partners experiencing
anxiety or depression
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ASHDOWNHOUSE
PREPARATORY SCHOOL

Day & Boarding from 4 - 13
RH18 5JYForest Row East Sussex. .

Traditional EthosHigh Academic Standards EasyAccess to London&Airports. .. Strong Boarding CommunityAWarm,KindEnvironment Small Class Sizes .
www.ashdownhouse.com

Space and Freedom
to Learn!
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ST GEORGE’S SCHOOL
HARPENDEN

A non-denominational Christian day and boarding school

11-18 coeducational boarding at one of the
UK's top performing non-selective schools

for £3950 per term
Only 30 minutes from St Pancras International

Less than an hour by road from Heathrow, Stansted and Luton
Herts AL5 4TD | boardingadmissions@stgeorges.herts.sch.uk | 01582 716284

www.stgeorges.herts.sch.uk 1450 pupils aged 7-18
with over 500 boarders

Individual visits welcome, please contact
Admissions for details

ISI Inspection 2016
- Excellent in every category

Co-educational, Day
& Boarding

Heart of England location with
easy access to the Midlands

motorway network.01527 579679
admissions@bromsgrove-school.co.uk

bromsgrove-school.co.uk
^[V\Q W T\PU\R[\YS W VUVTSZ\U Q\]XOQ

R E G I

Founded 1553

generous
forces’ bursaries

Outstanding Education
for pupils aged 7 - 18
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Co-educational, day & boarding school for 3-18 years in South East England

Boarding from 7 to 18 years

Warm and supportive family ethos

Strong academic results at 11+, GCSE and A Level

Modern en-suite boarding accommodation

Fast train only 75 minutes from London

Christian Foundation

HM Forces personnel in receipt of
CEA pay only 10% of the boarding fee

T: 01843 572931

E: admissions@slcuk.com
College Road, Ramsgate, Kent CT11 7AE

www.slcuk.com

www.habsmonmouth.org/forces

PAY ONLY 10% OF THE FEES,AROUND £950 PER TERM*
*This applies to Service Families who are eligible for the Continuity of Education Allowance, entering the School
2018/19. Additional means-tested support, subject to availability,may be offered to families who lose the CEA.

Haberdashers’Monmouth Schools

Charity No.
525616

An inspirational educational journey
for girls and boys aged 7 - 18.
The perfect balance of single-sex
and co-education combined with
inter-school collaboration
throughout our unique family of
schools.

Developing rounded, grounded and
unbounded young men and women.
Equipped to excel in their chosen
paths,who aspire to make a positive
difference to society.
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We are curious
We are authors

We are scientists
We are active thinkers
We are courageous

We are academic
We aremusicians

We are sporting
We are independent

We are creative
We aremathematicians

We are innovative

#WeAreFSM
What do youwant to be?

An independent boarding and day
school for boys and girls aged 3-13
Fordingbridge, Hants, SP6 1NS
01425 653181
www.fsmschool.com

Weare going to be at the Schools Fair, Tuesday 20th Feb, 3pm-6pm,
Joint Services Command and Staff College, Shrivenham

Military
Discounts 
Available

We are excellent
(ISI Inspection Report, May 2017)

Or come along to ourOpenMorning, Saturday 17thMarch
10am-12noon

For more information or to arrange a visit, contact 01822 813193 or admissions@mountkelly.com
Mount Kelly | Tavistock | Devon | PL19 0HZ www.mountkelly.com

Generous HM Forces Discount Available

2018
independent
school awards

Shortlisted
Boardingschool
of theyearaward
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WYMONDHAM COLLEGE

Contact admissions for applications for both Main School
and Sixth Form

admissions@wymondhamcollege.org | 01953 609014
www.wymondhamcollege.org

BOARDER TASTER
EVENING

Friday 16 March 2018
17:45 - 20:30

MAIN SCHOOL OPEN
MORNING

Saturday 17 March 2018
09:00 - 11:00

Registration required for both events. You can register on our
website at www.wymondhamcollege.org

Why is Wymondham College
one of the UK’s highest

performing state boarding / day
schools?

World Class School
Accreditation

Ofsted ‘Outstanding’ in both
education and boarding

Great value boarding fees at
just over £10,000 per year with

free education for all
Over 60 extra curricular

activities
Outstanding results at GCSE

and A-Level

WymondhamCollege

@WymondhamCol

11- 18 Co-educational Boarding & Dayeducational Boarding & Dayeducational Boarding & Dayeducational Boarding & Day State School









Contact the Registrar on 01722 555300

admissions@salisburycathedralschool.com
www.salisburycathedralschool.com

CO-EDUCATIONAL PREPARATORY SCHOOL FOR CHILDREN AGED 3-13

Up to 15% Forces Discount

Your child
at our heart
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! Full Boarding

! Sector-leading Pastoral Care

! All-round Excellence

! Continuity of Education from 7-18

! Saturday Morning Lessons and Afternoon 

Activities or Fixtures

! Prep School Boarders’ Activities on Sunday

! Forces Discount

! Wide Range of Scholarships and Bursaries

! No Hidden Extras

Why Forces Families
Choose Fettes

Full boarding ethos, day pupils also welcome • Co-educational 7-18
Excellent IB, A Level and GCSE results • Superb pastoral care • Strong sporting tradition
Innovative careers partnership programme • Bursaries, Scholarships and Awards available

To arrange a visit, please call our Registrar on 0131 311 6744
admissions@fettes.com www.fettes.com

A strong foundation for the future, a family for life
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OR EMAIL ADMISSIONS@ROYALHOSPITALSCHOOL.ORG

The Royal Hospital School is a leading
co-educational independent school for 11 to 18 year olds,

located in 200 acres of Suffolk countryside. It has a thriving
Combined Cadet Force, 65% of pupils board full time and

more than 200 pupils have a connection to
the armed services.

Fees are discounted for services families eligible for CEA and
all RN and RM personnel, both retired and serving, can apply

for means-tested assistance with fees.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL

OPEN MORNING

01473 326136

SATURDAY 12 MAY, 9AM

NAVIGATING SUCCESS

CUTTING YOUR
OWN PATH
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An outstanding independent school
for boys and girls aged 0-18

Come and visit us
01227 763 231

Exceptional academic results at A Level and IB
Scholarships available in Year 9 and 12

Gifted and Talented development programme
Garden Cottage Nursery from age 0-3
Idyllic 80 acre site with our own farm

Be Brookes

Be extraordinary...
Be inspired...
Be unique...

At Brookes School, we want
MFMND E9OCM?9 9R =RONUET
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We want our students
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connect knowledge
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We prepare our students for the
NUJRON RG 9TM <;K:@ MSAVU?A9UR?E
A?C <?9MN?A9UR?A7 QAPPA7AONMA9M

BUL7RVAH

Brookes School is an
independent day and boarding

school for boys and girls from
three years old.

Brookes School is pleased
to offer military discounts to

qualifying families.

admissions@brookescambridge.org

01284 760531
www.brookescambridge.org

Brookes
Flempton Road | Risby

Bury St Edmunds | IP28 6QJ
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Day, boarding andflexi-boarding.
School buses serving:

Herefordshire, Shropshire,
Worcestershire & Powys
Email: admissions@luctonschool.org
01568 782000 • www.luctonschool.org

LuctonSchool
EDUCATION
. . . at its best!

HELP FORFORCESFAMILIES
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STEP INSIDE
AN EDUCATION FOR LIFE

- ‘Outstanding’ Nursery now accepting 2 year olds
- Sunday Times Top 100 Preparatory School

- Excellent opportunities in music, sport and the arts
- 88% of pupils achieve their first choice University destination

- Flexible boarding options

For details of our Open Days or to arrange a personal tour call 01522 551 300 or visit lincolnminsterschool.co.uk



Find out more or request a copy of our Will Guide at
www.rbl.org.uk/freewills

Contact the Legion’s legacy manager at
freewills@britishlegion.org.uk or call 020 3207 2253

Introducing The Royal British Legion’s FREE Will Writing service
Keeping an up-to-date Will is the only way to take care of your family if
you’re no longer there. It is The Royal British Legion’s pleasure to help
members of the Service community do this by offering you a FREE Will
Writing service.

You do not have to include the Legion in your Will to use this service but if
you do decide to leave a legacy to the Legion you’ll be playing a crucial
role in protecting those in need within the Armed Forces community.

Even a small portion of your Estate could help us provide everything from
home adaptations for an injured veteran like Mark Stonelake to specialist
dementia care in one of our award-winning Legion Care Homes. Once you
have provided for your loved ones, please consider helping us to be there
for members of the Armed Forces family who need us. “It’s a huge“It’s a huge

comfort to knowcomfort to know
the Legion’s support
will never stop.”
Mark Stonelake, who lost his left leg
following an Improvised Explosive
Device (IED) explosion in Afghanistan.

PROTECT YOUR FAMILY’SPROTECT YOUR FAMILY’S
FUTURE FOR FREE

Choose from up to six independent family solicitors based in your area.



Queen
Victoria
School

Raising to
Distinction
Admissions Deadline
15 Jan "&#$ !"&%
Queen Victoria School in
Dunblane is a co-educational
boarding school for the children
of UK Armed Forces personnel
who are Scottish, or who have
served in Scotland or who have
been members of a Scottish
regiment.

The QVS experience encourages
and develops well-rounded,
confident individuals in an
environment of stability
and continuity.

The main entry point is into
Primary 7 and all places are fully
funded for tuition and boarding
by the Ministry of Defence.

Families are welcome to find out
more by contacting Admissions
on +44 (0) 131 310 2927
to arrange a visit.

Queen Victoria School
Dunblane Perthshire
FK15 0JY

www.qvs.org.uk
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